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The stationary distribution of a solar energy model is studied when one of the parameters (p) 
of the model approaches its critical value 1. For the case that the input distribution function has 
a polynomial tail we show that the stationary distribution of the model converges weakly to a 
proper limit distribution, whose Laplace transform can be calculated explicitly. This is important 
since previous publications showed that for p close to 1 approximation results become very 
inaccurate. 
controlled input storage model * equilibrium distribution * solar energy storage model 
1. Introduction 
In 1978, Haslett [5] introduced a model to describe the temperature level in a 
tank used for the storage of solar energy. In this model X,, denotes the temperature 
level in the tank at time n. During the time interval [n, n + l[ there is a loss of energy 
proportional to the temperature level X,,, of magnitude (1-/3)X,, where 0 < /3 < 1; 
whereas there is a net proffered input Y,, which is accepted only when it exceeds 
the threshold (1 - o)pX,. Hence the model under consideration is 
X “+, = PX, + max{O, Y, - (1 - cu)pX,} = maxQ?ri;,, @X, + Y,}, 
where OCcu~l and O<p<l. 
(1.1) 
Subsequently in a number of papers Daley and Haslett [3], Haslett [6], and Daley 
[l] have, for various cases of the input { Y,,}, calculated bounds for the mean of the 
equilibrium temperature. Hooghiemstra and Keane [7] introduced a method to 
calculate the equilibrium distribution of X, under the assumption that {Y,} is an 
i.i.d. sequence of exponentially distributed random variables. 
In this paper the focus is on the behaviour of the stationary distribution of X, 
as /3 approaches 1, when {Y,} is an i.i.d. sequence with common distribution F, 
with support R+. If X is a random variable with the same distribution as the 
stationary distribution of {X,}, then Daley and Hall [2] showed that for (Y = 0 
norming constants a(P) and c(p) exist such that 
a(P)X+c(P) 
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converges in distribution to one of the extremal distributions first described by 
Gnedenko [4]. In particular they showed that if 1 - F has a tail like 
l-F(x)-X-P, x+co (p>O) (1.2) 
then (1 - p)““X weakly converges to a random variable, which has the extreme 
value distribution 
(1.3) 
For the case 0 < (Y < 1, still assuming (1.2), the limit properties of X seemed to be 
not so simple. Daley and Deng (cf. Daley [l]) conjectured that (1 - /?)“pX again 
converges as /I + 1 and that the limit law H, satisfies the integral equation 
H,(y) = I,’ K(dv) /lm u-‘{( uv - (~2)))~ - (uy - (YU)-~} du. (1.4) 
The purpose of this paper is to show that this conjecture is true. Instead of (1.4) 
we show that the density h, of H, satisfies the equation 
h,(y) = Y-’ 
I 
0y (y - av)-Ph,(v) dv, y> 0. (1.9 
Furthermore we shall give the solution of this equation in terms of Laplace trans- 
forms. Unfortunately this solution is not so nice for practical applications since a 
Laplace transform has to be inverted numerically. 
Finally the remaining case LY = 1 is the C.L. case; X = @“Yn in distribution and 
the limit behaviour for p -+ 1 is well known. 
2. Weak convergence 
Let (Y and p be real numbers with 0 S LY < 1 and 0 < p < 1. Let { Y,,} be a sequence 
of i.i.d. non-negative random variables whose common distribution function F 
satisfies (1.2) for some fixed p > 0. Let X0 be arbitrary and define the Markov chain 
{X,,} by (1.1). It follows from a theorem proved by Daley [l] that the existence and 
uniqueness of a stationary distribution for {X,} is satisfied when E[log Y,]+<oo, 
which is certainly the case when p > 0. 
Now denote by Ga,@ the distribution function of this equilibrium distribution, then 
I 
x/P 
G&X) = Gm,p(xIP) - (1 - F(x- Qa))Ga,fi(du). (2.1) 
0 
Put 
Ha,p(x):= Gm,p(x* up), where up:= (l--P)-““. 
By II(a) we define the family of all probability measures, defined on the Bore1 sets 
of 10, co[, that are induced by Ha,p, 0 < /3 < 1, (Y E [0, l[ fixed; hence 
P E II(a) * p = pH,,p for some p E ]O,l[. 
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Theorem 1. For each (Y E [0, l[, n( ) . CY IS a tight family of probability measures. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is immediate from the following two lemmas. We keep 
(Y E [0, l[ fixed. 
Lemma 1. For each e > 0 there exists an M = M(E) such that 
H,,,(M)31-E foralZ/3E]O,l[. 
Proof. From (2.1) we obtain for /3 ~10, l[, 
{I- F(aa(x - @U))]K,p(dU) 
and iteration of this equality yields for m 2 1: 
I?-* J 
x/p”+’ &(X/Pm) - K,P(X) = c (1 -F(a&lPk -@u))lfkP(du). 
k=O 0 
(2.2) 
From the tail behaviour of (1 - F) it follows that we can choose a real number x0 
such that for x > x,,, 
1 - F(x) <2x-p. 
Hence for x > x,(1 - a))’ and each u E [0, x/pkt’], 
l-F(ap(x/~k-(Y~U))~1-F(ap(l-cu)x/~k)~2(1-~)X~~pk~, 
for all /3 E IO, l[ and k E N. From this inequality it follows that the right hand side 
of (2.2) is bounded by 
m-1 
a1 -PbOP kg, PkP =2 (1 +“) (1-P). x;p(l -pm”), 
Since (1 - /?)/( 1 - p”) is bounded for p E IO, l[ we conclude from (2.2) that for each 
6 > 0 there exists an M(6) such that for all j3 E IO, l[ and for all m 2 1, 
f&p(M) z K,p(MlP”‘) - 8. 
The proof of the lemma is completed by noting that each individual measure 
p E II(CX) is tight on IO, m[. El 
Lemma 2. For each E > 0 there exists a 6 = 6(e) such that for all p E 10, l[, 
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Proof. First note that for each p E IO, l[ and all n 2 1, 
K,p(XP”)~ K,p(x) I? W+3xPk). (2.3) 
k=l 
This follows since for u E [0, x]: 1 - F( up (x/3 - cxpu)) 2 1 - F( +x/3), and hence 
K,P(x) - K,p(xP) = [” {I- F(a,(xP - @u))IK,p(du) 
Jo 
which inequality implies Hu,p (x/3) S Ha,P (x) F( apx/3). 
that 
and choose 6 = ls2. A simple limit argument shows 
/3 E [PI, 1[ the iniquality p” > 6 holds. 
Now choose n = n(P) such 
that 3p, < 1 such that for 
Since l-F(up)-(l-p) implies l-F(ap)>(l-/3)/2 for j3 close to 1, it is 
possible to find /32~ 10, l[ such that for /3 E [&, l[, 
F(a,)c(l+P)I2. 
Using (2.3) it follows that for /I E [PI v p2, l[, 
H&G) = K+(P”* P-“S)s Ho,p(P”)~ ffn,p(l) ki, HUD * Pk) 
For /3 s PO = PI v /I2 it follows from inequality (2.3) with n = 1 that 
Ha,0 (6) s F( a@) G F( a&) s E, 
for 6 sufficiently small. 0 
From the tightness of II(CY) it follows that each sequence {p,,} possesses a 
subsequence {&,} such that H, p , “c weakly converges to a proper distribution function 
with mass concentrated on IO, a[. For a subsequence that converges to 1 we have: 
Lemma 3. If& -+ 1 such that Ha,P, has uproper weak limit H,, then H, is differentiable 
on 10, OO[ and h, = H& is a proper density that sutisjies the integral equation 
h,(y) = Y-’ 
I 
oY (y- cru)-Ph,(u) du. 
‘o=kp (np)“d’“H(n)y- O 
1 
,_k O ii;1 
x I) I 3 
lE?I.fl ‘]OJ ‘O[ UO PaJWJUaXIOD SSt?U.l ST! IIt? SE?lj tfD’!IjM ‘“H MEI l!UU[ aljlO$ “‘d‘“H JO aXIa8 
-lam03 yEaM aql pue (~‘2) uoymba UIO~J ~~0110~ l! sealaqm foe c u .IOJ sa%~anuo~ 
‘3 <z pue 3 aAy!sod yma .IOJ ‘ma.xoaq] s,an%saqaT Aq leyl a,uasqo MON 
(S’Z) 
{(Jy B01l)o . ((z"~)"~‘"H - (z)~~%) + (Z)ud‘“Hl”d %oI(>,-(“d - I> 
:spp!k (t..z) ql!M S!Yl ayu!quQ 
tnP)“d’“H {; :“[} ;J +(“P)“d‘“H {; .,,:I} zudl = 
‘dd 0 
kCp (?lp)“d‘nH t_d 
J J 
= 
i( z 
0 
lip {(“dk)“d‘“H - (A-)“d‘“H},_i 
z J ‘0 < z .IO~ .davap!s %U!MO]~OJ aq1 aqmu aM ‘LpDaJ!p kJCJ!laa 01 Ipmg!p s! s!q$ awls ]nq 
aqq s=qaq (t7.z) JO ap!s puq uq aql &J~.w 
‘*H jo k Q!nUyuo3 JO lu!od ywa u! 
‘(np)“H(n)S O 
L J 
= (np)“d’nH(n)y ’ 
x J 
&>; 
a3uaH ‘auolouom am ‘1 e u 
‘“1 y put! ‘snonuguo3 s! S am!s [AT ‘013 n u! @uJoJIun s! ama%aauo3 aql lahoalotu 
f,_( nn, - n’) =: (n)J 01 saFbaAuo3 (n)y leql uaas s! 41 d - [ ~0 .mo!myaq I!eJ aql I.IIOJJ 
.{((Wn - “fWUdv)g - rl,_(“d- 1) =: (n)Y 
auyap ahi [k ‘013 n .10d 
(VZ) ~(np)“d‘*H{((n”@3-U&f)Udv)~-~} O 
J 
= ( “@) “d‘“H - (A-) ‘d’“H 
d 
:spea.t “die 6q paxIda x pue 1 = UI ~JIM (z*z) e~nw.Io~ ‘Joord 
SZI 
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Hence for each continuity point z of the distribution function H,, 
H,(z) = = y-’ 
I U 0 
:f(u)H,(du)} dy. 
From this equation it is evident that H, is differentiable on IO, CO[ and that its 
derivative h, satisfies for z > 0, 
h,(z) = z-l 
i 
,,= (z-cxu)-Q,(u) du. q (2.6) 
In Section 3 we shall show that equation (2.6) has a unique density solution, 
which is thus independent of the sequence {p,}. Combining this with the tightness 
of n(cu) we have thus established: 
Theorem 2. For each 0~ a! < 1, Ha,P converges in distribution for p t 1 to a proper 
and absolute continuous distribution function H,, concentrated on IO, a[, whose density 
h, satisjies the integral equation (2.6). 
3. Solving the integral equation 
Let Z, be a random variable with support IO, co[ and whose density 
the integral equation (2.6). We denote by o, the Laplace transform of 
hence 
w,(A) = E{e-“W=} = E{e-“Z-p} 
J 
co 
= e-A’m”h,(z) dz 
0
m = I{ 0 E, (-,” y} h,(z) dz. 
From Fubini’s theorem we conclude that 
J 
m 
0 
z-n~h.(z)dz=Jo~z-n"{J~(r-au)~Dh.(u)du}dz 
m a 
= J lJ ~-“~-‘(z-au)-~ dz h,(u) du 0 U 1 
J 
00 
=B,l, z -‘“+l’Ph,(z) dz, 
0
where Bo:= 1 and 
h, satisfies 
w, := zip; 
(3.1) 
(I 
a7 
B n+1:= u-“P-l(u-Ly)-Pdu -I, n>O. 
1 I 
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Hence 
c 
00 
zPPha(z) dz=B,. B, ..- B,, nsO0. 
Jo 
Furthermore, 
lim(n+l)B,:,= lim(n+l) 
n+oo n+m 
m 
UP-‘( u -a)-” du 
1 
= p-y 1 - (u)-p. 
It follows that for IA I< A,:= p-‘( 1 - a))” the power series 
converges uniformly and so on this region 
I 
cc 
%(A) = 
0 
eKAz-‘ha(z) dz = F (-)“$ B, * * . B,. 
n=O 
From this derivation it is clear that equation (2.6) has a unique density solution h, 
that can be obtained from the Laplace transform CO,. Unfortunately it seems not 
possible to obtain h, or its first moment (if it exists) in a more direct way. 
Also note that B, - . . B, equals the nth moment of Zip, while it follows again 
from Fubini’s theorem that 
E{ZZ} = M, 
if yap. 
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